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New USA
Reflexology Definition
Reflexology is a protocol of
manual techniques, such as thumb and
finger-walking, hook and backup and
rotating-on-a-point, applied to specific
reflex areas predominantly on the feet
and hands. These techniques
stimulate the complex neural pathways
linking body systems, supporting the
body’s efforts to function optimally.
The effectiveness of reflexology is
recognized worldwide by various
national health institutions and the
public at large as a distinct
complementary practice within the
holistic health field.

RAA Magazine is published by:
Reflexology Association of America
PO 44324, Madison, WI 53744
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From the Editor—
Karen Kirts
Dear Readers,
As usual, this RAA issue is full of inspiring,
useful articles for reflexologists and other people interested in our modality and in creating their own
good health. This Fall issue encompasses a wide
range of topics from East Africa to articles and photos reminiscing about our recent Alaskan adventures.
I might suggest checking out what dream
came true for Gabriele Cipollone (PA), reading the
new research on Parkinson’s disease by Erica Blinkhorn (FL), and two book reviews by PR committee
members Maureen Maxwell (PA) and Tamu Ngina
Kemp (PA). If YOU have read a reflexology related
book that you would like to review for your
RAA magazine, please do so. I would love to
have a new recurring section.
Maybe my favorite pages each issue are the
STATE NEWS reports; and I am pleased that this
section is getting bigger, it seems, with each issue! I
love seeing how the various states keep their members and others in the community engaged in continual training and always broadening our outreach.
One article is a personal account by a new
RAVA reflexology student. Read on to see how Amy
Morrison evolved after just one long, interesting day
that she and several Virginia reflexologists spent
helping others relax. Another article came with photos of how Cindy Moore (WA) reprogrammed her
great toes’ muscles. We are certainly blessed to have
so many members who are willing to participate,
share their experiences, and help move reflexology
forward.
Email marketing, another hot topic for reflexologists and how to harness that power, is clarified by
Linda Chollar. Barbara Bower delivers much needed
information on whether reflexology is safe to use on
pregnant clients.
Be sure to check out the Maryland report on
their brand NEW Reflexology APP that makes it
much easier for folks to find a reflexologist. To see if I
missed mentioning anyone’s wonderful report, please
read the complete edition.
I am so very thankful that YOU contribute to
making this magazine the truly inspirational and informative magazine that we all can be proud of and
can use to improve and increase our own knowledge
and skill levels. Thank you!
I wish you all a healthy, fruitful Fall season.
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She says, “My morning meditations include the
time I water my flowers and garden. This day of
watering brought a lovely beauty dressed in a polka
dotted gown who flew all around me and landed
right where she could show off her attire to me.
Thank you my little beauty for letting me share you
with others.”

PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE
Karen Ball
I was thrilled and honored to take over the Presidency of this
wonderful Association on July 1, when Mia Earl announced her decision
to step down from that position.
The Board and I wish to thank Mia for her unwavering service as
President this last year and for leading us through a very successful conference in Anchorage, Alaska. Within her tenure, she also oversaw the
hiring and training of both a new Bookkeeper and Administrative Assistant. Her steady hand and attention to detail helped ensure smooth
transitions in everything she assumed.
By the time you read this, the Board will have met in Chicago for 2 & 1/2 jam-packed
days of planning and visioning. Unfortunately, due to publishing deadlines, this letter had to be
written one month in advance of those team meetings, so I am unable to report on anything that
transpired. Knowing the agenda though, I feel confident saying that there will be some very exciting new developments and goals to report. This Board is motivated, ready and focused on implementing new ways to support our state affiliates, update our membership benefits package,
and create ways to better support you in building and sustaining a successful reflexology business. Be on the lookout for important announcements over the next few months!
One big announcement I am super excited to share though is printed on page 8 of this
issue: a new definition of reflexology!
I’ll finish with my promise to you:
I am committed to inspire and lead this Association and its Board according to traits stated by Sun Tzu, a Chinese strategist and philosopher, in his book 500 years ago: with bravery,
caring, discipline, intelligence and trustworthiness. To that, I would add my availability. Never
hesitate to reach out if there is something you wish to contribute or share. Your opinions and
ideas are important and always welcome.
Karen

Have YOU Moved?
Changed your telephone number, address, email?
If you are a professional reflexologist, listed on the RAA website, and your information is not
accurate, RAA won’t be able to find you, and even more importantly—CLIENTS can’t!
You can make these important changes yourself: Go to www.reflexology-usa.org
Hover over Members in the Navigation Menu, and click on Member Login.
Type in your Username and Password and click Login.
Usernames cannot have any spaces in them.
Double-click on any fields you need to update. Edit.
There are some fields that only Admin can change; those will not open for you.
Scroll down to the bottom of the page and click Save All Changes.
For more information:
Contact the RAA Admin Office, infoRAA@reflexology-usa.org or call 980-234-0159.
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A BIG MOMENT FOR REFLEXOLOGY!
RAA President, Karen Ball
I am excited to tell you that unified field, a united country of
after months of discussion, rereflexology practitioners.
search and collaborative thought
Having one definition supwe have a new definition of reflexports our efforts to gain ground on
ology in the United States!
securing better recognition for reThe Boards of the Ameriflexology as a legitimate practice in
can Reflexology Certification
the public’s eyes and those of state
Board (ARCB), the National Coun- and national agencies involved
cil for Reflexology Educators
with licensure and healthcare.
(NCRE) and the Reflexology AssoOur new definition deciation of America (RAA) have all
scribes the American form of reagreed to adopt the following defiflexology that is typically taught
nition:
and practiced in the United States.
It does not list, but nor does it exclude, other styles, including those
Reflexology is a protocol of
originating in other countries. In
manual techniques, such as
that way, the definition is incluthumb and finger-walking,
hook and backup and rotating sive, allowing for use by those re-on-a-point, applied to specif- flexologists who practice outer ear,
ic reflex areas predominantly facial and other models of reflexology in addition to hand and foot;
on the feet and hands. These
techniques stimulate the com- at the same time being acceptable
plex neural pathways linking to state licensing agencies in
body systems, supporting the charge of protecting the scope of
body’s efforts to function op- other licensed professions.
timally.
The language used was in-

therefore does not serve to distinguish reflexology as being different
from massage. This distinction is
crucial for any states pursuing licensure separate from massage.
It is time that we collaboratively “draw a line in the sand” between reflexology and other hands
-on practices. The last line in our
new definition is meant to do just
that by cementing reflexology as a
distinct complementary practice
recognized worldwide as such.
As our field continues to
grow, that last line may no longer
be necessary; right now, it serves
us well.
In your own practice, you
may choose to drop that last line.
In doing that, you will still define
reflexology. In the legal arena and
on the national stage, that last line
is crucial right now.

2. It has been over a decade
since three sister reflexology associations worked together on a unitThe effectiveness of reflexolo- tentional. Factual statements and ed front. The experience was both
gy is recognized worldwide by non-medical terms were used so
productive and bonding, and the
various national health insti- that members of the general public three Boards look forward to fuwho may not be familiar with retutions and the public at
ture collaborative projects that will
flexology can gain a greater underlarge as a distinct complecollectively help to further the field
standing of our purpose.
mentary practice within the
of reflexology in the United States.
The sentence, “These techholistic health field.
niques stimulate the complex neu- cally e We invite and enthusiastincourage all reflexologists
ral pathways linking body sysThis is a big step for the
and state associations to use the
tems, supporting the body’s efforts
field of reflexology, for two reanew definition on your websites
to function optimally.” clearly
sons, which I will explain below:
and in all marketing materials. It
states how reflexology differs from
will take all our efforts and cooperTo begin, definitions often massage therapy, a practice that
ation – not just the national assoserve more than one purpose: first manipulates the soft tissue of the
ciations - to advance the field of
of course, to explain the meaning
human body with the intent to rereflexology to professional status
of a word; secondly to legally delax those muscles. The benefit of
in this country. We need you.
fine an activity or group, giving
increased circulation was intenprotection to their existence.
tionally omitted, since it is a bene- Thank you.
1. One definition projects a fit of all manual therapies, and
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Musings from the DAL’s Desk—
on Alaska and Working Together
Jan Benson, RAA Delegate Assembly Liaison (DAL)

Sometimes little moments seem to collect in
a person’s life / mind, which eventually come together in a way that makes one wonder about many
things. One of the “souvenirs” I brought back from
Alaska does that for me. It makes me wonder about
things on a personal as well as professional level. It
also makes me think about the members of RAA,
how we are each connected, and how we need the
strengths, ideas, and help from each member.
While in Anchorage, my husband and I were
able to take a quick trip through the world class Anchorage Museum that included The Smithsonian
Arctic Studies Center. The Center was filled with articles from the First Nations. These were wonderful
and showed much about their customs, love of nature, community, family life, etc. I am especially in
awe of the beautiful clothing, baskets and the colorful, intricate beadwork and weaving that they did. I
admired their work and artistry.
After the conference my husband and I were
able to take some extra days to visit my youngest
daughter who lives in Vancouver, Canada, but
spends a few months each year, near Haines, Alaska
working as a geologist for Constantine Metal Resources on the Palmer project. To be able to learn
more about her life was a rare and wonderful opportunity for us.
We met her in Juneau and had a few hours to
look around before our flight to Haines. During that
time we drove into Juneau where we walked around
the town and I purchased a Northwest Coast First
Nations & Native Art Coloring Journal, which is described as, “An inspirational artistic and written
guide for adults and young adults.” The artists involved share their “culture, art, and insights on their
special relationships with the natural and supernatural world.” Several “strengths” are represented by
various animals, insects, objects, or natural wonders, such as the sun or moon. Again, I admired
both their artistic work and wisdom.
How does that make me think of RAA? I
have been on the RAA Board of Directors for three
years now. It’s been an opportunity to learn firsthand what it takes to create, maintain, and promote
growth in an organization. There is much to share
but let me focus on just one of the Journal pages
which is titled “Working Together / Beavers.” Have
you ever heard anyone say that someone is “busy as

a beaver?” I never wondered where that statement
came from but now wonder if it ties back to either a
First Nation or North American Indian saying? The
drawing shows three beavers working together
building a dam. Each is doing a different part. The
Journal says that everyone has a unique skill and
strength to contribute to benefit the entire community. It also says that, “Beavers teach us to be productive and resourceful. They teach us the dynamics
of working together and being dedicated to achieving collective goals.” I think that can be applied to
RAA as well.
As members of RAA we must learn to work
together, to value the strengths and skills each member has. Here are some questions from the Journal.
I encourage each of you to ask yourself the questions, both personally and as a RAA member. It
would also be interesting if you would write down
your answers, put them away, and look at them in a
year or two and evaluate if anything has changed in
your relationship with RAA.
1. “In my daily life, how can I become more
of a team player?” Your “team” may mean many different things, but if you think of RAA as your team
then ask yourself how you can be more of a team
player for RAA? What are your unique skills or
strengths that could help RAA?
2. “When I am unable to accomplish a task
by myself, who can I ask for help?” Do you ever find
yourself frustrated and feeling as if there is no one
who can help you with a problem you are having as a
reflexologist? Do you know that your State Association is there to help you? Do you have a delegate on
the Delegate Assembly? If you are from an unaffiliated state, do you know that you also have a delegate
on the Delegate Assembly who is there to listen to
you and to help you? Do you know they want to
know what your problem is?
Do you know there are committees that
would like to know about your problem or issue? Do
you know your problem is really everyone’s problem? However no one can help you until you ask for
help. Your problem / issue may take a great deal of
time to solve and that takes patience, which is another page in the Journal. “Patience is being able to
wait without becoming frustrated or upset.” Not
always easy to do in today’s world, but please know
that you can ask for help. You do not need to do
(Continued on Page 10)
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(Continued from page 9)

everything by yourself.
My son explained something that he finds
interesting. His son is a Cub Scout and they have
“assignments.” The parents do not, which is important to know, especially today with all of the
“helicopter” parents. How many of us would rather
“help” or even “take over” doing something rather
than watch someone, especially a child, struggle?
However, if the parents do the assignment
then the Scout doesn’t learn how to be resourceful
and self- driven, doesn’t get to experience struggling and ultimate success, and does not learn a
very important life skill. The Scout needs to be able
to try and do the assignment and is encouraged to
do it as well as they can. Along with that the number one skill for a Scout to learn is to recognize
when to ask for help and to know it’s OK to ask for
help. How many of us need to learn that? How
many times do we try to do it all on our own? Why?
What would life be like if we all could feel it’s OK to
ask for help? How would that affect our stress level? How could that help RAA? Think about it.
3. “How can I offer my time and skills to
help in my community or work place?” We can look
at RAA as our community or workplace. Everything begins with one person, one idea, and one
step. What can you do for RAA? What would you
like RAA to do? What ideas do you have? Have
you offered your help or ideas? Thank you to those
that have.

4. “What are some of my short and longterm goals that are achievable?” The word
“achievable” is very important. Sometimes we set
goals that are not realistic, then become disillusioned, and then quit. We forget that baby steps
add up and ultimately make a difference. So what
“achievable” short or long- term goals do you have
for RAA? Write them down. Share them. Work on
them. Ask for help.
As a former Membership Committee Chair,
I remain interested in working to increase our
membership. We have less than 500 Professional
members. Three years ago I set a goal of having
1000 Professional members and I believe we can
one day reach that goal, but realistically know it will
take time. However I believe numbers make a difference and to become recognized as a profession
increased membership is where we need to begin.
We need members, we need workers. We each need
to set small achievable goals that help us reach our
bigger goal(s).
As Uncle Sam says, We Need You! Thank
you for being a member. Thank you for recruiting
others to become members. Thank you for the
work you do in your local area. Thank you for being
involved with your State Association. Thank you if
you are or have participated as a Delegate on the
DA. Thank you for being on a committee, and thank
you for reading this article. Thank you for being on
this journey to make reflexology accepted as a profession. Thank you for being “Busy as a Beaver!”

Reflexions from the DAC’s Desk—
diane Wedge, RAA Delegate Assembly Coordinator (DAC)

Reflexology Needs YOU!
Our field is gaining prominence in our great country. This is happening by way of the hard work and dedication of our leadership team, the RAA
Board of Directors - and the very valuable time they take to do that work!
This culture has trickled-down to the Delegate Assembly (DA).
The DA is comprised of delegates from across the USA - two delegates from each RAA Affiliated State and then, two delegates who represent all of the Unaffiliated states. We meet
monthly and offer support in every aspect of growth and development of state associations (RAA
Affiliated or not) and increasingly, with legislation issues popping-up nationwide. We are a lively
and excited group and we would like YOU to join us!
At this time, the DA seeks delegates from AZ, CT, GA, ME, NM, NC, OR, RI and VA who
are current Professional level members in good standing of both the RAA and a state association.
If you would like the Delegate Assembly Coordinator (DAC) to attend one of your state association Board of Directors meetings or Membership meetings via teleconference, call to address any questions and/or concerns you may have about the DA and becoming a delegate,
please feel free to contact me at dianeWedge@Reflexology-USA.org.
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From The Desk of RAA’s Administrative Assistant
Toril Oien Eller
First of all, thank you to all the renewing members! Not only for supporting
RAA, but also for your patience. This was the first renewal cycle for me as Administrative Assistant, and in addition, our official address changed. Please note our new address: RAA, PO Box 44324, Madison, WI 53744. The phone number remains the same, (980) 234-0159.
Renewal forms have continued to arrive in droves throughout the summer, and
by the time you read this, everyone should have received their membership materials.
There are many things that are checked and updated when we process your renewal. We encourage
you to log into the website regularly to see if your contact information is current. If you have moved or your
e-mail or phone number have changed, please log in and update your profile. There are a few things that only
we can update, for instance the ARCB certification expiration date, which we need a copy or picture of the
card to do.
We have also welcomed many new members this summer, and there are numerous calls and e-mails
to the office from potential clients and reflexology students as well as from established reflexologists in the
US and abroad. RAA is clearly seen as an authority and ‘go-to’ entity for information about everything concerning reflexology.
For our advertisers, please note that we will begin to bill for magazine ads, instead of asking you to
pay with the submission. That way the purchaser does not have to worry about figuring out the prices, and we
won’t have to make corrections if there are changes to the order. When you submit your ad, please be sure to
include who to make the bill out to and where we should send it.
Toril

Wishing everyone a lovely fall season!

RAA Affiliates & Delegates
Affiliated states may have two delegates representing each of them. Unaffiliated states may have two delegates representing all of them. If you would like to learn more about the Delegate Assembly and/or becoming a delegate, please contact: RAADelegateCoordinator@Reflexology-USA.org.

State

Delegates

State

Delegates

Alaska - AKRA

Marta Tuck
Chloe Clark-Berry

New York - NYSRA

Carol Schwartz
Florica Radu

Arizona - AZRA

Looking for 2 Delegates North Carolina - NCRA

Cheryl Burke

Colorado - ARC

Jacque Whitehead
Cindy Cain

Jan Weal-Grubb
Mary Ellen Shupert

Ohio - RAO

Connecticut - RACT Looking for 2 Delegates Oregon - ORN

Cindy Rice

Georgia - GRO

Lydia Bassetti

Rhode Island - RARI

Cheryl Pelletier

Iowa - RAIA

Janet Latchaw
Patricia Barrance

Virginia - RAVA

Looking for 2 Delegates

Maine - MCR

Kate Winant

Wisconsin - IRW

Jeanne B. Hughes
Donna Mumm

Maryland - MDRA

Caroline Klem
Karen Kirts

HI, MN, NH, ND, TN, WA

Massachusetts MAR

DAC diane Wedge
Shannon Brisson

CA, IL, NJ, PA, TX

New Mexico - NMAR Fred Coen

Unaffiliated States
Unaffiliated States
RAA Board of Directors
Delegate Assembly Liaison

Linda Frank (WA)
Cheryl Boerger (CA)
DAL Jan Benson (ND)
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Reflexology and Parkinson’s Disease
Erica Blinkhorn, LMT (an abridged version of her research)
Parkinson’s disease
(PD) is a neurodegenerative disease that is characterized by a progression of
symptoms including bradykinesia, rigidity, difficulty
speaking and swallowing,
and rest tremor, which is
the involuntary trembling
of the body and one of the
common symptoms of PD
(Neurology.Org). To quote
the Merck Manual of Medical information, “Parkinson’s disease affects about
one in every 250 people over 40 years old and about
one in every 100 people over 65 years old.”
Most studies linking alternative therapies to
Parkinson’s disease are focused on pain management, palliative care and improvement of quality of
life (Ferry). While the research shows that many
people with PD choose to manage their symptoms
with complementary or alternative medicine, there
does not appear to be any readily available studies
that specifically refer to using only reflexology as an
intervention.
My subject is an 81-year-old retired woman.
She has been diagnosed with PD for two years although she states that, looking back, she had been
experiencing symptoms of PD for at least two years
prior to her diagnosis. Her gait is somewhat unsteady and shuffling, she suffers with rest tremor in
her jaw, hands, and sometimes feet. The subject has
difficulty eating, chewing, and swallowing. She has
participated in case studies concerning PD, the latest of which was focused on aiding her ability to
breathe and swallow. The subject speaks clearly,
breathes without the aid of an oxygen tank, and
does not carry a cane. She does not drive and she
relies on her daughter or her husband to bring her
to the location of the reflexology sessions. She is
currently taking vitamin supplements and Sinemet,
which is carbidopa/levodopa, a drug long used in
managing the progression of PD (Merck p. 345).
The study of reflexology and Parkinson’s
disease will be presented from two perspectives.
The subject’s main concern is her lack of energy
and back pain. She says she takes several naps
daily and cannot sleep through the night. She
lives with a constant level of back pain that interferes with her activities of daily living. The therapist’s focus will be the effect of stimulating the
reflexes for the subject’s brain (including the pineal gland reflex), spine, and adrenal glands. The
intention is to support the health of the nervous
system, improve motor function, and invite the
subject’s body to enter a parasympathetic state.
12
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The subject will document her experience
by tracking her sleeping habits throughout the
study, including when she falls asleep and when
she awakens each day. She will also be charting,
on a scale of 1-10: her level of back pain, her ability to move freely and with control, and her levels
of stress/anxiety. I have also asked her to maintain a record of her prescribed medications including the name, dosage, and frequency with
which she takes them.
The subject revealed that she will be entering a pain study that will look at brain activity as
relates to her back pain, and will be seeing a specialist regarding her difficulty controlling her
hands and jaw. She reports arthritis in her thumbs
and that sometimes her fingers cramp up so bad
she has to use one hand to straighten the other
out. She reported having obtained permission
and a hearty blessing from her doctor to be a part
of the Reflexology study.
We agreed to meet for an hour every Tuesday at 11am for six weeks for combined hand and
foot sessions, with the goal of evaluating whether
reflexology might decrease her back pain and increase her energy level.
I chose to include her hands because she
mentioned having severe cramping in her digits.
Perhaps increased circulation and direct contact
to those areas would provide some relief for the
subject in addition to the work on the reflexes previously noted.
Subject has had foot reflexology sessions
with me before so she knew what to expect and
she knew that she liked it. I informed my subject
that she would not be receiving hydrotherapy or
massage as part of the sessions and explained that
this and the lack of soothing music was to decrease the variables present during her sessions so
that we might get a more accurate reading of the
effects of reflexology on her symptoms. She left
with charts to document her first week with no
intervention.
The protocol for the sessions was to spend
10 minutes on each hand and 20 minutes on each
foot. Beginning with the left hand, I performed the
following actions:
On the Palmar Surface of the Hand:
Rub and clean out Meridians from forearm
to fingertips
Knuckle roll from elbow to fingertips
Thumb-walk Zone 1 longitudinally from
wrist to fingertip to access spinal reflexes.
Make second pass beginning at wrist on
palmar surface and pressing and rolling the brain
reflexes in the thumb.
(Continued on page 13)

(Continued from page 12)

Thumb-walk Zone 2 longitudinally from
wrist to fingertip pausing at adrenal gland reflex,
press and roll brain reflexes
Thumb-walk Zones 3-5 longitudinally from
wrist to fingertips, Press and Roll Brain Reflexes
Trish Fingers, Press and Roll Brain Reflexes
again, starting at Zone 5 and ending at the thumb.
Cover all surfaces of thumb, Hook and Press Pineal Gland reflex and thumb-walk spinal reflexes once again.
On the Dorsal Surface of the Hand:
Rub and clean out Meridians from forearm to
fingertips
Knuckle Roll from elbow to wrist
Finger-walk the entire dorsal side of hand with
both hands (eight fingers)
Make one more pass of spinal reflexes
Compression Pull to close.
I then repeated this protocol on the right hand.
When this was complete, I performed the following
actions on her right foot:
On the Plantar Surface of the Foot:
Compression Pull
Alternating Pulls
Spread
Double Thumb-walk longitudinally from heel to
shoulder line, starting in Zone 1 and pausing
at adrenal gland reflex.
When at hallux, thumb walk cervical neck reflexes Press and Roll all surfaces to stimulate
brain reflexes; Hook and Press the pineal
gland reflex.
Double thumb-walk longitudinally from heel to
shoulder line in Zones 2-5. When reaching
base of toes, single thumb-walk up to cover
toe and press and roll brain reflexes.
Upon completion of 5th phalange, my original
plan was to “Trish” all toes. However, the
subject’s toes were not flexible enough for
this to be easy or comfortable. Instead, I
stretched the toes in all directions, then stimulated the brain reflexes again from the 5th
toe and worked medially until I arrived again
at the great toe. Once there, I again covered
all surfaces of the hallux paying attention to
the pineal gland reflexes once more.
At this point I transitioned from the plantar side
of the foot to the medial and dorsal aspects.
Medial Aspect of Foot:
Finger-walk spinal reflexes from cervical spine
reflexes and walking proximally down.
Spinal Twist, transitioning to the dorsal aspect of
foot.
Dorsal Foot:
Rub and clean out meridians.
Repeat stimulation of spinal reflexes and spinal

twist (medial aspect of foot).
Stimulate head, neck and jaw reflexes on great
toe.
Stimulate brain reflexes on great toe then move
laterally to the brain reflexes of Zones 2-5.
Milk cervical lymph node reflexes starting laterally and moving medially.
Finger walk (eight fingers at a time) entire dorsal
side of foot.
Metatarsal Push/Pull.
Compression Pull.
I repeated the protocol on her left foot then
made bilateral contact with both feet to finish. Subject was invited to share anything that came to
mind about her experience.
It may be of note that the Vagus nerve is not
targeted in this study. This is because the therapist
was unaware of the connection between the Vagus
nerve and its role in Parkinson’s disease until after
the protocol was established and executed. In the
interest of reducing variables, I did not increase
attention to the Vagus nerve during the six-week
study. It was, however, stimulated in passing.
Results
When asked how she felt the Reflexology sessions were interacting with her daily life, the subject said that she had really enjoyed receiving the
work. She reported experiencing a shift in the two
areas of the study that were of the most concern to
her. Overall, she reported a decrease in her level of
back pain and told me that with less activity comes
less pain. Although she still cannot be on her feet
for very long, she shared that her endurance was
better than when we started and she can perform
more of her daily actions before having to rest.
She cheerfully reported that she still wakes up
almost every night, because she “just don’t get
sleepy.” However, the frequency of her doing so has
decreased as well. She said that she felt no change
in her emotional state, she is chronically “never
stressed.” When asked about any other thoughts or
impressions about the past seven weeks, she said
that she felt that she was more mobile, her back
was “not as bad” and she had fewer cramps in her
hands and feet and almost no cramps at all since
her fourth week in the study.
My observations concerning her progress were
similar. I noted that the client seemed to have a
steady increase in energy: her gait was quicker and
more precise. She exhibited more balance when
stepping up and down or entering or exiting her
vehicle. Her hands and feet themselves also physically felt different after six weeks of sessions.
The most notable difference in her hands was
observed in the fingers. They felt more supple and
flexible and did not have a fibrous feel when compared to my initial experience of the tissue in the
(Continued on page 14)
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first session. Her feet also exhibited signs of change.
The color in her toes was redder and less purple indicating more efficient blood flow and venous return. The tissue along the main flexor tendon had
fewer areas of congestion present, her ankles had a
greater range of motion, and her toes were more
flexible. The metatarsal push/pull consistently offered more range of motion with each passing week.
Her rest tremor during the sessions came and went,
depending on the reflexes that were being worked.
Direct contact with the hands decreased the frequency and agitation of the tremor. Contact with the
jaw and mouth reflexes was usually met with a softening of the client’s jaw and sometimes stillness
altogether. The color of the client’s face, hands, upper chest, and feet was consistently rosy after a session.
Because the client responded favorably to the
study, I would recommend that the client continue to
receive hand and foot reflexology sessions on a weekly basis. It would be beneficial to include stimulating
the Vagus nerve reflex in a more focused way to observe its effect on the body. My client reported no
changes to her digestion throughout the sessions, but
others who have PD and are struggling with abdominal, intestinal, or anxiety related symptoms may
find some benefit from accessing this area with more
intention.
Although it is certainly true that only one
study on the effects of reflexology on a person with
Parkinson’s disease cannot be used to extrapolate its
efficacy, it would be worthwhile to create an actual
double blind study in which a large enough popula-

tion of people with the disease were offered either
brain, spine, and Vagus nerve specific sessions or
general sessions with no specificity to observe the
overall changes in health and perceived quality of
sleep, pain, motor function, and stress management.
This might offer insight into how reflexology can be
used to improve the quality of life for those suffering
with this disease.
Parkinson’s disease is the second most common neurodegenerative disorder. According to the
statistics located on the Parkinson’s Disease Foundation’s website (http://www.pdf.org), 60,000 Americans are diagnosed with PD every year and it was estimated that between 2005 and 2030, this number
will be doubled (Svensson). Along with the physical
and emotional toll that this takes on an individual
and his or her support system, the monetary cost is
staggering. The PDF states, “Medication costs for an
individual person with PD average $2,500 a year,
and therapeutic surgery can cost up to $100,000 dollars per patient.” If it is true that reflexology can be
an effective, drug free, non-invasive way to support
the health of these sufferers for whom surgery can be
dangerous and costly, it becomes not only recommended, but also absolutely necessary to do all that
is possible to research the positive benefits of reflexology and Parkinson’s disease.
Erica is a Certified Hand & Foot Reflexologist and a graduate of the Academy of Ancient Reflexology, in Florida. For further information on the
study, contact Erica at elb.lmt@gmail.com. The full
study, including weekly charts and resources may
be viewed at http://bit.ly/1Uy9D1O.

WELCOME - New RAA Members !!
Professional
Christie Going (TX)
Rosemary Metallo (IL)
Cheryl Speen (AZ)
Stephanie Tourles (ME)

Associate
Practitioner Susan
Ferguson (WA) Kenneth
Morrow (OH)

Associate Student
Toni Creamer (FL)
Sheree Deneu (FL)
Kimberley Jardine (GA)
Eleanor Miles (FL)
Kelli Scharping (WI)
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RAA COMMITTEE REPORTS
Membership Committee Wants

YOU!!
We will be forming this committee in
September to meet telephonically to set goals
for the coming membership year.
If you have ideas to improve member
benefits, increase membership and retention,
then this is the group for you!
Please email Kim Jenner at
MembershipChair@reflexology-usa.org.
We will contact you soon.

Public Relations
Connie Hubley, Chair

RAA COMMITTEE
CHAIRS
Affiliation—Debbie Hitt
Delegate Assembly Liaison—Jan Benson
Education—Iris Aharonovich
Elections & Nominations—Debbie Hitt
Ethics & Grievance—Jan Benson
Events
Conference—Connie Hubley
LE&OD—Mia Earl
Legislative—Iris Aharonovich
Membership & Benefits—Kim Jenner
Public Relations—Connie Hubley
Technology—Karen Ball

Legislative Report and Question

This season was one of transition as Kaby Iris Arahonovich
ren Ball took on the reins of RAA President,
stepping down from PR Chair. Connie Hubley
In August 2016 I met Alison Whitetransitioned from her Co-Chair position to Chair head, program manager in the Veterans Adof the PR Committee, picking up where Karen
ministration (VA) center, and Dr. Kavitha
left off.
Reddy from the Veterans Health AdministraMuch has been accomplished with Karen tion (VHA) Integrative Health Coordinating
Center, Office of Patient Centered Care &
successfully bringing out the silicone phone
pockets at the RAA Conference and continuing Cultural Transformation in DC. We discussed
potential collaboration between RAA/
as the Facebook Administrator. She issued an
invitation to ALL reflexologists, and interested NCCIH/VA.
individuals, to join the RAA Facebook page.
Quoting their website, “The Veterans
Health Administration is the largest integratBe sure to read the book reviews by PR
ed health care system in the United States,
committee members Maureen Maxwell (PA),
providing care at 1,233 health care facilities,
Building a Powerful Practice, by Deborah
Flanagan, and Tamu Ngina Kemp, (PA), Reflex- including 168 VA Medical Centers and 1,053
outpatient sites of care of varying complexity
ology for Fertility: A Practitioner’s Guide to
(VHA outpatient clinics), serving more than
Natural and Assisted Conception by Barbara
8.9 million Veterans each year.”
Scott.
I was asked if RAA could identify
The PR Committee has now begun to
the
number
of Certified Reflexologists
have monthly phone conferences. Much brainproviding
reflexology
in the VA and if
storming was done on the first call in July.
there is a database for research.
Linda Frank (WA), wrote the first of
I am asking YOU to please let me
mont hly eblasts, with inspiring information on
ek, know if you are or have worked in one
becoming involved in World Reflexology We
which was also posted on Facebook. Other new of the VA centers in the US.
projects are also underway. Redesigning RAA
My RAA email to send me your inforbrochures is one such project.
mation is irisaharonovich@reflexologyThe PR Committee is looking forward to usa.com.
serving the RAA membership in a variety ways in providing PR both for the membership and to
the public. Stay tuned!
www.reflexology-usa.org 15

RAA TEAM MEMBER SPOTLIGHT
As told to Lynn Watson
and am now hooked (will be buying my own soon).
Rosalie Samaniego
I always have a good book on hand (sometimes two
RAA Bookkeeper
or three). Our two Boston Terriers (Roscoe and
Presley) keep me busy throughout the day as well.
She claims she retired 4 ½ years ago. That
And playing with the grandkids!
big moment freed Rosalie Samaniego to pursue reflexology, an interest she’s held for 25 years. You’ll
“While all sessions I give are rewarding in
be out of breath discovering all the other adventures their own way, the first time I see a client, I have an
she has since added to her life. So, in Rosalie’s
opportunity to explain what reflexology is and how it
words . . .
affects other areas of the body. I have had clients
“About 25 years ago, during a pedicure, the
young woman was talking about my thyroid while
she was working my toes. I was very intrigued. I
looked into attending classes; however, as a single
mom raising two children, working full time; it was
not feasible. After I retired I happened to be looking
at the reflexology programs offered at the local college; I immediately applied and started classes within a week. The rest, as they say, is history.
“I have been blessed with a wonderful partner and best friend, Tamene. We have been together
13 years; between us, we have four children (ages 22
-32) and four grand children (ages 2-5). In May, we
visited his home country, Ethiopia and in early August, we had our first all family campout at Saratoga
Lake, Wyoming.

tell me that they tried it before and it was very painful, thus, they were reluctant to have another one.
The look on their face after I have given them a session is priceless. Every client is my favorite because
each is like a mystery waiting to unravel, not only by
my inquiry, but additionally from their own internal
search; and finally together creating a plan that is
special and unique to that one individual.
“My specialty is that I take reflexology to the
client’s home. Also, I am certified in Jin Shin as well
as aromatherapy, thus, based on the client these modalities at times are intricately laced into a session.
Currently I offer reflexology part-time. It’s all about
the numbers. As the number of clients increases, my
hours will too, and I am okay with that as well.
“I consider myself a life-time learner. I am
always reading so I can take my skills to the next level. I consider this is a gift to be shared with my family, friends, and clients. I am compassionate about
helping each find their own healthy balance in life. I
value my alone time and use it as an opportunity to
rejuvenate and find balance for myself. I wish I received reflexology more often! I have a couple
friends who are reflexologists and we trade about
every other month. My favorite ones to receive are
any and all! Seriously, any time my feet are worked
on is a favorite time for me. It is my all time relaxation. And when I can’t get in a session or have my
“honey” rub my feet, I use a small knobby ball because it too can feel so good.
“I have been re-reading my textbook
“Complete Reflexology for Life,” by Barbara and
Kevin Kunz. I always am looking for a book on reflexology and am open to any suggestions from our
members ~ what is your “go to” book?

“My friends always tease me about being
“retired.” I work part-time at a health club for seniors where the average age is 78. They are inspiring!
I volunteer in the local schools teaching K-12 kids
how to safely ride bikes (it is a blast taking anywhere
from 8 to 25 kids on a bike ride). I also enjoy riding
on my own and am a member of our local road club
and mountain bike club. Being in Colorado, the outdoors is always calling – thus, hiking and camping
are fun summer activities. I tried paddle boarding
16
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“As the Bookkeeper, it definitely keeps my
mind active and alert, and providing quality work is
of utmost importance to me. I first learned of RAA
as a student; the instructor mentioned that it would
be a good organization to consider joining. While
researching RAA, I read an article that was related to
legislation and a bill regarding regulations and decided to join. As a member, I look forward to reading the RAA magazine, which provides excellent articles to assist me in advancing my skills and growing
my practice.”

Identifying the Legitimate Reflexology Practice
(First page from the downloadable brochure, free on RAA website)
Reflexology is:
Reflexology is a non-invasive complementary practice involving the use of alternating pressure
applied to the reflexes within the reflex maps of the body located on the feet, hands and outer
ears.
A Typical Reflexology Session:
Is performed on the feet, hands and outer ears.
Only footwear is removed.
Average session length is 60 minutes.
The Legitimate Reflexology Professional is:
A graduate of a reflexology program consisting of at least 200 hours of training.
Certified through a national certification board.
Certified through an accredited vocational school.
Posted Credentials May Include:
Diploma of Reflexology education.
Certificate of Certification.
Membership in RAA and the state reflexology association.
Continuing Education Certificates.
Code of Ethics and Business Standards.
Whom to contact with a grievance.
History and Science:
The art and science of Reflexology is based on the work of three 20th century medical doctors
and a physiotherapist.
Dr. William Fitzgerald (USA)
Dr. Joe Shelby Riley (USA)
Dr. Paul Nogier (France)
Eunice Ingham (USA)
Reflexology is:
Supported by over 300 global research studies.
Funded by two research grants (of several million dollars each) by the National Cancer Institute.
Recognized by the National Center for Complementary and Integrative Health (NCCIH) Board as
a separate integrative therapy.
© 2012 RAA/ARCB
Check the RAA website to download this FREE Brochure:
‘Identifying the Legitimate Reflexology Practice’
OR

If ordering hard copies of any RAA brochure, see page 38 or contact the RAA office.
Reflexology Association of America
PO Box 44324, Madison, WI 53744
inforaa@reflexology-usa.org - Phone: 980-234-0159
U.S. shipping fees included in price. - Contact RAA for international shipping prices.
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Alaska Conference Review
Jacqueline Lyczewski, RF, NBCR
I had the opportunity to also attend the RAA Conference in Anchorage Alaska this past
April! It was awesome (so are the mountains)! Everyone did an incredible job! I was overwhelmed
with the energy and work that went into this event. RAA (Reflexology Association of America) and
the Alaska Reflexology Association laid out the schedule for 3 days of education, socializing and
fun with fellow practitioners. The amount of time for the conference itself was just right. All the
speakers were very professional, informative and kept our attention through-out the day.
Christine Issel, MA was our first speaker. W r iter, editor, conference organizer and
founder of reflexology associations on the local, state, national and international levels, she is also the co-founder of ARCB.
Christine did her presentation on ‘Energy: The New Frontier in Reflexology.’ She explained the science of energy, electromagnetics of the
body, human subtle energy systems, the history of energy, reflexology and
more. Christine lives in California and you can read more about her at
www.christineissel.com.
(Christine Issel and Jacqueline Lyczewski)
Alison Rippin, BPE, CR presented ‘The New Frontier in Business: Golden Strategies for
a Successful Reflexology Business.’ Touching on topics such as building your story, how to attract clients, rates to charge (according to your desire of annual income,) business building concepts, managing your sessions like a pro and bringing clients back, Alison did an excellent job. She
confirmed the things I have been doing, am doing now and gave me a few new ideas of what to do
for myself, my practice and my clients in the future.
Alison has three successful businesses within the wellness industry, teaches and operates
her own school, lectures, leads workshops and is the first teacher in Western Canada to have a reflexology certification course accepted in Universities. You can read more about her at
www.canadianreflexologyschool.com.
Sharon Stathis, RN who is a holistic health educator and author from Brisbane, Australia, talked to us about ‘Cancer and Reflexology: Expanding Our Understanding of a
Complex Disease.’ Sharon shared her own personal experience with cancer and continued her story explaining how to understand cancer, manage and provide needs for the cancer patient, using
reflexology as a holistic approach to healing and the role of a reflexologist in understanding the
challenges.
Sharon has combined natural therapies including Reiki, Aromatherapy and Remedial Massage with her nursing knowledge during her 20 years of private and clinical practice. Visit
www.ayurvedicreflexology.com
Sally Kay from the UK is an award winning reflexology practitioner, researcher and provider of specialist training, presented her unique ‘Reflexology Lymph Drainage’ (RLD) techniques.
Sally came with data, visual proof and examples, of her results from her work using this technique
on her clients. RLD aims to stimulate the function of lymphatic system and drain excess lymph
away from the damaged area.
Sally talked about her aims and objectives, method, results, conclusions from her work and
what else RLD is useful for. A weekend class in Seattle followed the RAA conference. I’m told the
class was full.
‘Bridging the gap between reflexology practice, and proving its worth, is notoriously difficult. I hope that the initial project may form the cornerstone of future studies, which will contribute to the understanding, and integration of reflexology’ quote from Sally Kay. Sally teaches RLD
to reflexologist around the world and is currently writing a book which will be supported by a
DVD. For more information on Sally and her classes visit www.reflexologylymphdrainage.co.uk.
Geraldine Villeneuve. The conference continued, with Geraldine presenting
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(Continued on page 19)

(Continued from page 18)

‘Structural Reflexology’ information. She integrates foot reflexology with anatomy, physiology,
and kinesiology approaches, by using local and reflexive methods to release stress and compensation in the entire body.
Giving guidelines to show how joint tension in the feet can give us insight on the association with that reflex in the musculo-skeletal reflex area of the body, she used models displaying
her technique. Geraldine talked about how the foot moves, the basic stages of walking, calluses
and bunions, to wearing the wrong size of shoes! If you had the chance to be out at her booth
during a break, Geraldine measured individual’s feet and showed the proper way to do so using a
Branock Measuring Device.
Geraldine lives and has her private practice in Essex, Vermont. She provides Structural
Reflexology educational forums to universities, chiropractors, MD’s, nurses, and other professionals. You can find out more at www.putyourbestfootforward@gmail.com
Iris Aharonovich was our last speaker and has practiced reflexology since
2000 and was born in Israel. Working in one of the biggest medical centers, Ziv Hospital, in the
neurology department, Iris was honored over 400 other candidates as Best Therapist. Relocating
2010 to the USA, Iris is a member of the Maryland Reflexology Association, her website is
www.footnsoul.com.
Her presentation was on ‘Post Traumatic Stress.’ Explaining first what ‘post traumatic
soul disorder’ is. We must understand the client from their pain, their view, regardless of age,
education or personal condition of life. Her presentation was a review of a project she did during
her second year of studying and learning reflexology.
Iris approached Beit-Halochem, a large institute that cares for individuals with PTSD, and
was given permission to run a study on benefits for clients by using reflexology. She found 10
veterans who had been under psychiatric care and medication for 2 years, giving each 12 sessions. Her conclusions gave her information on the physical organs/systems where the client was
suffering. She focused on those areas and both she and the client learned to listen, build trust
and understanding. Also they created a healing relationship and each session the clients listed
their stages of emotional healing which was developed through reflexology and quiet, conversation and visualization.
This was my first conference and I’ll take into serious consideration attending future conferences. The 2018 conference will be in Chicago! Save your pennies, this is going to be fun!
As I’ve said before, a wonderful experience and a fun time was had by all. Oh, and don’t
forget the glaciers! They are an incredible sight, and a chance of a lifetime. While standing in awe
of them, you know that they are truly leaving us and you really may never get another chance.

Cascade, Barry and Cox
Glaciers in Prince William
Sound. Photo by Jacqueline
Lyczewski.
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SHARING OUR STORIES
A Reflexology Journey, USA to East Africa
Jeanne B. Hughes
Jeanne Hughes here, my experience with Reflexology began in 1957 when I sprained my
ankle. As a kid growing up on a farm, it was a blessing to have 3 Aunts that were gifted in natural healing modalities. My Aunt Millie had learned reflexology from Mildred Carter and Eunice
Ingham some years prior to the injury and was a very skilled practitioner. In just a few days, I
was back running, and jumping again! Practicing the exercises she demonstrated strengthened
my ankles and reduced the swelling and pain.
Fast Forward to 1988: Recently widowed, I received a gift certificate for reflexology and
was overjoyed to think of my feet being pampered, however, the experience was a BIG let down!
The practitioner had lots of certificates on her wall, but was not very skilled in reflexology. Eventually, she invited me to an IIR class, and wanting to learn the same skills that my Aunt had, I
signed up. After the second day of classes, the bursitis in my shoulders completely disappeared!
That day, I said ‘Good Bye Nursing’ and ‘Hello Reflexology.’ That was a HUGE, positive, career
step in the right direction, giving me the freedom to assist my clients with a broader spectrum of
possibilities toward well being.
In 2005, my dreams of over fifty years came true, the doors opened for a trip to Africa. As
a small child, I thought about living with orphans in Africa, and dreamed the impossible dream
of actually going there! In February 2016, I returned from my 9th journey to East Africa. Time
there is spent training in First Aid, teaching health and hygiene, water purification, how to make
soap, creating medicinal teas and ointments from the abundant local botanicals and, of course,
basic reflexology! Every week, a team of volunteers and I host what we call ‘Peoples Clinics’ in
conjunction with Herbalists Without Borders. We serve orphans, widows, and per- sons living in
poverty and deep despair. What joy it is to give First Aid, bring the personalized touch of
reflexology, hear their stories, share HOPE and bring some positive light into the dark- ness of
their lives!
Dream those ‘Impossible Dreams’ and hold on to Your Vision. It may take some time, but
if your focus is positive, as we serve others, miracles happen!
Jeanne Hughes, Certified Reflexologist; VP, Integrated Reflexologists of Wisconsin; Medical
Missionary; East Africa Coordinator, Herbalists Without Borders. For additional information,
contact her at sojourrnersrest@yahoo.com.
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BUNION STRETCH
Cindy Moore’s (WA) Story and Feet
Interviewed by Lynn Watson, RAA Magazine staff writer

Her fingers – and her toes –
moved while reflexologist and reiki practitioner, Cindy Moore, knitted. Rubber
bands from asparagus bundles connected
her big toes. She repeatedly stretched
them apart while knitting, reading, or
watching TV each evening for two
months. Over a period of two to three
hours Cindy stretched the toes apart until
she felt fatigue, rested them for a few moments, and stretched again. Reward for
her diligence: Cindy’s bunions disappeared. “That was two years ago, and
they are still straight.”
Jessica, one of Cindy’s instructors
at Seattle Reflexology and Massage Center, suggested she try this stretch to help
her bunions. The bunions had never
Left: Before bunion stretches. Below: Bunions gone, even
caused her pain, but we all know they’re Above: Bunion Stretch
two years later.
not pretty and are a potential challenge
for the future. Cindy is so thankful she
took these “before” and “after” photos.
She also thanks Jessica for her great suggestion.
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STATE NEWS—RAIA
Lazy Otter Glacier Boat Tour
RAA Anchorage, Alaska, Conference 2016
Submitted by Patricia Barrance from the
Reflexology Association of Iowa, RAIA.
I would like to share our experience of
the Lazy Otter Glacier Boat Tour. RAA always
holds the conferences over the first weekend in
May. However, the tourist season in Alaska
starts a week later. Linda Frank (WA) had arranged with the Lazy Otter Boat Company to
do a Glacial Boat Tour on Tuesday 27th and
Wednesday 28th April. The Conference Speakers also wanted to go on the Glacial Boat Tour,
so Mary Reimann (AK) organized an additional
trip on Thursday 28th April, and included other
Conference attendees including myself. Mary
also arranged for transport on the Magic Bus,
and snacks. The Boat Tour provided hot drinks.
Linda Frank and Mary Reimann did an amazing
job organizing these tours, and gave us all a special Alaskan experience. Thank You ladies!

boats that go out next week.” He drove further
along the harbor and there was a shabby looking
smaller boat, “and there is your boat.” Our boat
looked like the equivalent of an old battered
Ford truck compared with a luxury motor
coach.
Tim had informed us that Alaska has the
largest temperate rain forest in the world, and
so we get rain. In Anchorage it had been sunny.
After the tunnel there was a steady rainfall
which varied during the rest of the day from
light showers to pelting down really hard. As we
ran to get on the Lazy Otter, it was pelting.

We all wondered what we were in for, but
much to my surprise and relief the inside of the
boat was warm and had very comfortable seats.
Mary provided snacks for us to have on the boat
and there were hot and cold drinks. After the
safety talk we were told that there was a bathroom, but it was tiny. It reminded me of a magicians box were the lady is either sawed in half or
comes out as a fluffy white bunny. We all
Since our boat tour started in Whittier,
cheered as the first girl to use it came out unabout an hour south of Anchorage, Mary
Reimann hired Tim Melican and his Magic Bus scathed. Poor thing she was so embarrassed, we
realized too late that she wasn’t one of our nutty
to take us. Our bus driver, Tim, was a good
guide with plenty of interesting stories about the group. There were two other young couples on
area. He had been a pilot for a major airline out the boat, but when everyone is wearing layers of
of Las Vegas, retired, then became a Bush Pilot weather gear you could be unrecognizable.
in Alaska. He told interesting stories like landIt turned out we were lucky to be on the
ing in the pitch dark on a runway of solid ice. He Lazy Otter as we were able to get closer to the
retired again and now drives tour buses.
shore and did land at a small beach. The boat
was basically pontoon in style with a drive on
There is a mountain range between Anramp
for vehicles. They were the local supply
chorage and Whittier and the most direct route
boat
for
the area. The three young crew memis through a tunnel in the mountain. It was origbers
were
great, two guys and a girl. The guys
inally a train track, and is now a single lane road
so you are given a specific time to drive through took care of the boat and the girl Lea, “was the
brainy one with degrees in Biology and Environthe tunnel. We were picked up at our hotel at
mental
Science, so if we had any intelligent
8:30am and had to get to the tunnel by 9:30 am.
questions – ask Lea.”
On the way Tim told us that our boat
On our trip we came close to a Kittiwake
does not have a bathroom. There was a look of
bird
sanctuary
and porpoises swam in the wake
shock and disbelief on all our faces. Our boat
of
our
boat.
After
our stop on the beach one of
trip was from 10am – 4pm. However, Tim
the
crew
brought
back
some seaweed to show
would stop at a gas station that had good bathrooms – but we had to be quick because we had us. Not only is it used for food by the animals
but otters use it for safety in a storm. Otters
to get to the tunnel. We were a party of 15, 13
mostly
swim on their backs, when there is a
were women, who are not normally known for
storm
some
of the otters link their arms around
their bathroom quickness.
the seaweed, then the rest of the otters all link
Anyhow, we made it to the tunnel at ex- arms to form an “Otter raft” to prevent them
actly 9:30 am. Then when Tim was driving
from floating away in the storm. Our captain
along the harbor he pointed out a fleet of smart, had seen a raft of about 30 otters, and he recomfortable looking boats – “those are the tour ported that as many as 100 otters had been seen
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making a raft. Another use for the seaweed is
when the mother otter goes searching for food,
she settles her baby in the seaweed, so it becomes an “otter crèche.” A highlight was when a
mother otter came floating along with a baby on
her tummy…just adorable.

turn to these waters until next week, the whales
follow their food source and came a week early.
They did not get the memo that the season starts
“next week!”

We were about to turn around to return
to Whittier when three humpbacked whales appeared. We saw their backs, one came up and
we saw its head, two flipped up their tales. This
was such a thrill and the crew told us it was a
surprise as the salmon were not expected to re-

It was comforting to return to our hotel
for a hot shower, dry clothes, and hot soup. Yet
it had been a good experience made very memorable by the Lazy Otter and her crew. You may
contact Pat at patricia.barrance@gmail.com or
319-373-0345.

It was interesting talking to Lea, “the
brainy one.” She had hoped to find employment
We saw about five glaciers, which were
in education and research, but resources were
beautiful, but sad at the same time. They are re- not being put into this work. She asked a lot of
ceding so quickly. Politicians can deny global
questions about Reflexology, “As we all seemed
warming all they like, but it is happening. At our to love our work and were really nice people.” I
furthest point on the trip along a fiord there
gave her the names and contact information of
were three glaciers. Two years ago two of those Reflexology practitioners and educators in her
glaciers had been connected and were one large area, and said I hope we meet again at a RAA
glacier.
Conference.

Glacier Tour Boat participants. L - R: Pat Barrance (IA), Lila Mueller (WI), Laurie Kinnard (WI),
Mary Porter (OH), Geraldine Villeneuve (VT), Sally Kay & Husband (Wales, Great Britain), Julia
Dollinger (FL), Maureen Maxwell (PA), Sharon Stathis (Australia), and Lynn Diehl (PA).
Bottom: Here we are with the Lazy Otter Glacier Tour Boat on a sm all beach rest stop
enjoying the stunningly gorgeous Alaska scenery.
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STATE NEWS
Maine State News
Moving forward with infused energy from our 25th anniversary spring celebration, the Maine
Council of Reflexologists saw a change in leadership and deepened our commitment to our mission.

MCR Board 2016-17: From left, Sylvie Letellier - Recording secretary, Loretta Baker - Treasurer, Aloisia Pollock - President, Myra Acorn, Vice-president, Nancy Butler-Smith - correspondence secretary

Former President and long-time member Wendy Decker dedicated many hours to re-building our
website and facebook presence. Visit our updated version at www.reflexologyofmaine.org to find valuable
information about us and our happenings!
Follow us around the state as we document our involvement in the community. This summer a
small team of us joined 'Mac" McDonald and Lynn Marie Danforth in a "Tri for a Cure" event offering
mini-sessions to the athletes and family members who raise monies for breast cancer research and awareness education in Maine. In the fall, a large team is preparing to greet fair-goers for 3 days during World
Reflexology Week, at the Common Ground Fair. Over one-third of our membership gets involved during
Maine's largest holistic health country fair, offering mini-sessions and educational talks about the benefits of our modality. We are looking forward to spreading the word around our state. Kate Winant, RAA
Delegate for Maine.

RAVA State News
On July 10 & 11 the Reflexology Association of Virginia participated in the first International Holistic & Spiritual Art Expo at the Virginia Beach Convention Center. The expo drew more than 1000 visitors over the weekend. Other vendors included folks selling crystals, handmade jewelry aromatherapy
demos, Reiki, and more. There were over 25 psychics and mediums providing readings as well. Many
booths were offering mini sessions of their modality for a fee. RAVA was offering complementary reflexology sessions and of course we had the busiest booth the entire event. We even got a plug in our local
newspaper.
Being a relatively new organization, RAVA doesn’t have much money to spend for a booth at an
event like this. Normally, we would never pay a booth fee. We usually get a complimentary booth and donate all our tips to a local charity. However, the BOD felt it was a great way to educate and offer Reflexology to our community. That being said, the tip jar was so overflowing that we paid for the booth and put
a few extra bucks in our account!
Over 10 local therapists donated their time to offer sessions. We could have had 3 more chairs going easily! Needless to say we were a huge hit. One local artist even commented that she may need to
learn how to do “foot massages” in order to drive more traffic to her booth.
Amy Morrison, a current reflexology student, happily volunteered for this event. In her own
words…..
“As a student of reflexology, I tend to focus on 3 things: technique, reflexology books and SOAP
notes. So, when my teacher asked us to volunteer for RAVA at the upcoming International Holistic &
Spiritual Art Expo - I immediately said yes! An opportunity to experience an endless variety of feet and no
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RAVA State News, continued
SOAP notes to worry about - I was in! However, I
was really nervous. Having never worked at a Holistic Expo, I truly had no idea what to expect. Up until
that weekend, I had only worked on friends and
family that volunteered their feet for my higher education. My early appointments could sometimes
take up to two hours as I stumbled through mastering my techniques and finding the flow of my sessions. For the sake of the Expo, I would have to
maintain ten minute sessions with my poor time
management skills! Plus, I was surrounded by seasoned Reflexologists and Psychics that I was sure
could tell the difference!

him the gift of reflexology. I had no idea how to explain to a 92 year old farmer the art and benefits of
reflexology nor did I have any supplies with me.
There was no foot wash, no oils, no towels, nothing
but my hands, an unknown amount of time and a
rare opportunity - he happened to need his toenails
clipped. Out of scope of practice for a reflexologist
but not a granddaughter, I slid off his shoes, clipped
his toenails and, before I put his socks on, I said,
“Grandpa, I am not sure if you will understand this
but, I have been in school learning to help people by
working on their feet to assist them in feeling better
and I would like to do that for you now.” Then I quietly began to work. He looked at me and at my
So, I arrived early, helped
hands then said, “ So, you are a therapist! Huh.” He
set up our RAVA booth and tried
nodded and gave me almost exactly ten minutes. It
to look like I do this every weekwas in that moment that all my classes and experiend. Honestly, as a student, comence at the Expo came together. The reality of being
plimentary reflexology is how I
in the moment, trusting in yourself and what you
work so, that was a natural fit! The
have to give was something that I was not able to
first ten minutes I watched as peograsp in a classroom or from a book - it was at the
ple curiously walked by our booth. Then a woman
feet of someone I love and who loved me enough to
looked me straight in the eyes and asked if I was
give me ten minutes - and ten minutes was really all
available. I took a deep breath and I began. Quickly,
that I ever needed.
all three of our chairs were full, our line began to
Reflecting on my experiences over the past
form and we worked until after the Expo had ended.
The energy in our booth was electric. I was enerfew weekends and trying to figure out how to share
gized and didn’t realize until after noon that I had
something so profound, I came across this Benjamin
not had anything to eat or drink that morning. InFranklin quote: “Tell me and I will forget. Show me
stead, I ate and drank the experience: people’s sto- and I may remember. Involve me and I learn.” By
ries, their relaxation, their enjoyment. I fed off the
my teacher involving me in an experience that was
other reflexologists’ knowledge as I listened to how larger than our classroom she gave me something
they talked to their clients and used their techmuch more important: involvement in our communiques.
nity. By being involved in our community I found
strength in our numbers, support for my passions
Being surrounded by all that information
and belief that the path I chose will take me where I
made my whole body vibrate. I broke away for lunch
want to go. It was then I knew that I entered that
and went outside to try to absorb what I was a part
convention center as a student of reflexology and
of but, after a short time away could only think
left a member of RAVA.”
about being emerged again. There were more reflexologist than chairs so, we were able to take turns
RAVA news contributed by JulieBeth Mezzy.
but, all I wanted to do was stay in my seat and work
on as many people as would have me. And, I did.
RAVA members L-R: Valerie Clark, Faith Brown and
People that knew nothing about reflexology gave
Lili Valentine
their feet for their free session and ended up wanting to donate money to RAVA. It was fascinating!
Only ten minutes and everyone felt compelled to
give. The money was not something I paid attention to. I figured, people could give or just receive. I
was there to do reflexology - money or not. Yet, our
“Thank You” jar was full - it was something I could
easily understand, because after giving my first ever 10 minute session - all I could think about was
giving more. I left that evening drained and fulfilled - having given everything I came to give and
received all I thought I could.
A few weeks after the Expo, I found myself
at my grandfather’s feet. He is not much of a
touchy feely guy still, I was compelled to share with
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Maryland State News—Maryland Has Gone Mobile!!
Submitted by Caroline Klem, Kim Jenner and Jennifer Schwab
In today’s technological world, where
you can buy a cup of coffee using an app downloaded to your cell phone, it is time for reflexology to join the mobile world and grab that instant gratification! We reflexologists work with
our hands, and the average cell phone user
"swipes" 84 times each day. Now, we've literally put our business in the palm of their hands.
MDRA paved the way as the first state association to design and implement a mobile app!
We went live on September 10, 2016, during
our Fall Quarterly Membership Meeting. Our
members were beyond excited about the possibilities for increased visibility resulting in increased revenue!
As we looked for ways to increase member benefits and public outreach, the MDRA
Board found ourselves wanting to create easier
communication between our members, their
clientele, and the many people who still have
never heard of reflexology. As we researched
trends, we found that the medical world is
moving in a more technology-driven direction.
More tools are being utilized to connect clients
with information and services for health care
options in a more efficient and meaningful
way.
Why are we doing this? There is a huge
untapped population of potential clients to
reach! A mobile app can also help in recruiting
new reflexologists. In the palm of their hand,
the public can learn about all the wonderful
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benefits of reflexology.
As an MDRA member benefit, practitioners will have the basic level of participation
which is being listed on our mobile app with
features such as one-touch direct calling and
one-touch direct email. They may choose additional levels of participation by paying a small
yearly fee (to offset our expenses). Those levels
include features such as a 150-word bio, picture
and directions to their office. Additional options
to further increase their income potential and
visibility include coupons, punch cards, loyalty
programs and push notifications.
This MDRA mobile app can facilitate easier communication making practitioner information (and scheduling of appointments) available 24/7 to our clients. Additionally, we will be
educating law enforcement, potential clients
and general public about the benefits of reflexology and what constitutes legitimate practitioners.
Every business fears being left behind.
MDRA has chartered new ground to be in the
forefront! Take a look at our application. Search for MDRA in the Google Play Store
or the Apple App Store. If your state organization would like more information about mobile
apps, please contact Kim Jenner at RAAKimjenner@gmail.com.

Additional Maine News
Turning the Tide Ovarian Cancer Survivor Retreat 2016
Submitted by Claire Guy
Four reflexologists in Maine dedicated the day to a group of strong, courageous women. It is a most humbling and gratifying experience. Some of us take our
health for granted. Some have more of a struggle to stay healthy. The reason we do
this work is to help others find a moment of peace, perhaps, even a moment of
feeling healthy.
In October 2012, a dream was realized for two dynamic ovarian cancer survivors. Their
dream was to provide a restorative retreat for other ovarian cancer survivors in the northeast.
The Kennedy family of Camp Kieve and The Kennedy Learning Center (Maine) provided the retreat space (in honor of a family member with ovarian cancer) and this restorative retreat was
born. FMI: ww.turningthetideovarianretreat.com.
September is Ovarian Cancer Awareness Month. Teal is the color representing ovarian
cancer.
Pictured-clockwise: Chriss Hayden, Claire Guy, Mary Patterson, Kathrine Baril, Chriss & Claire.
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WISCONSIN NEWS - IRW
Dr. Bess Romagna, DC, CCN, has been a
Chiropractor for 10 years, she uses many techniques to re-educate the body and communicate
with the client needs for balance, proper posture. Her techniques are used to help her cliThe Integrated Reflexologists of WI, Inc.,
ents achieve their best and proper alignment.
held a Conference on May 14, 2016 at the CenWe also heard from Dr. Bozina Simon,
ters for Wellness and Natural Medicine,
M.D. her mission is to help patients to maintain
Thiensville, WI.
youthfulness, high functionality, energy and
The feature of the Conference was a
well-being by slowing the aging process, using
group of professionals who practice integrative
professional guidance with a personalized apcare. Reflexologist Lila Mueller is a member of
proach to patient care, and applying modalities
this team although she did not participate on
of modern medicine with alternative and comthe panel. Participants included:
plementary therapies.
Dawn
Hodi,
M.Ed.
LMT
for
14
years,
12
Among the topics discussed were the
years l
onger than most massage therapists
pros and cons of licensure, how to integrate alwork. She discussed to build a connection wit h
ternative and complementary practices, and
a chiropractor right away. She specializes in
pros and cons of insurance and how it works for
Neuromuscular – biomechanics reviewing the
gate, other uses of the body; i.e. sitting, posture, the alternative and complementary practitioner.
Other activities included paraffin baths
pelvic tilt muscle tone and balance.
for all attendees and a SHARE plus wonderful
Katie Rhyme, LMT, CT has a dance defellowship. Submitted by Lila Mueller.
gree and is a Chiropractic technician who likes
lymph work.

INTEGRATED REFLEXOLOGISTS
OF WISCONSIN, INC.
IRW Hosts Conference

Sherry Schreiber, LMT, CPT has been a
therapist for 2 ½ years, she specializes in neuro
muscular techniques and TMP work, she is able
to help people who haven’t had successful help
in the past.
Jan Solden-Nelan, Reiki Master/Teacher
has been practicing Reiki for 25 years to help
keep sanity, balance and grounding. She and
her husband have written several books on Reiki energy goes where it is needed, so you can
use this energy to help physical pain after chiropractic care. She also teaches breath work.
TOP: Dr. Marie
France Muller
gave lectures on
Facial reflexology
and Animal
reflexology. (Lila
Mueller,
photographer)
Left: Kay Walker
and Mary Karls
study ‘What your
Hands and Feet
are Telling You’
on July 16, 2016
at Ray of Hope
Academy.
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Dr. Bernard Rosen, Ph.D. teaches
Introduction to Muscle Testing.

(IRW– continued)

IRW Actively Promoting Reflexology
The Integrative Reflexologists of Wisconsin, Inc. are actively seeking
Reflexologists in the state who are practicing but may not be adequately
trained or not a member of IRW or RAA.
A mailing will be compiled and mailed to Reflexologists throughout
the State of Wisconsin.
In addition to seeking our Reflexologists, IRW is also contacting the County Sheriffs and
Police Chiefs in cities with populations over 10,000, to send them information on Reflexology and
offer services to their officers and employees for stress relief, PTSD, etc.
Submitted by Lila Mueller.

WASHINGTON NEWS—WRA
The Washington Reflexology Association held its second ARCB-accredited free class for
its members on Sunday August 22. The Ergonomics, Body Mechanics and Self-Care class was
held in the community room of a lovely downtown Seattle building with balconies overlooking
Elliott Bay that WRA member and building resident Kate Benak so kindly arranged for.
The class was presented by Occupational Therapist and Thai Yoga Massage Practitioner
Sandi Koch, OTR/L, RYT. The goal of the class was for Sandi to observe attendees (that included
non-WRA-members for a small fee) giving reflexology on a table and zero-gravity chair and help
them to deliver sessions more comfortably and with less risk of body strain. Evaluations submitted post-class reflected the tremendous value WRA members found in the class.
Submitted by Linda Frank, former WRA Vice President.
Left to right: Junko Kikuchi-Chung, seated; OT and class presenter Sandi Koch; WRA President Colette Chase; soon
-to-be-certified reflexologist Debi O'Brien; WRA interim newsletter editor Laura Greenamyer; Seated, Legislative
Committee Chair Liz Pyle; future WRA Board nominee Sue Ferguson; on table, Linda Frank.
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Promoting Reflexology during Pregnancy
From Getting Pregnant to Delivery
Barbara A. Brower, Nationally Board Certified Reflexologist (ARCB)
Recently there have been a growing number of calls, articles and
blogs that are concerned with whether or not Reflexology is safe to use on
clients that are pregnant in the first trimester as well as clients or potential
clients with cancer.
My name is Barb Brower and I own and operate a licensed school in
the State of Michigan for training certificate level reflexologists offering
150-200 hour training. My reflexology career spans over 35 years fulltime, (20-25 clients per week). Single, self-employed, head of household,
solely supported by my reflexology practice all these years. I created the
protocol and frequency for Michigan State University with regard to the National Institutes of
Health (NIH) grant that studied the effects of reflexology on women with breast cancer going
through chemotherapy, that proved reflexology to be beneficial for this fragile population.
Having seen a wide variety of conditions and/or afflictions over three decades, I feel confident in telling you that in any given situation or crisis, reflexology helps…providing you are
well TRAINED. My intention writing this is to dispel any fear in or around providing professional reflexology as a service for pregnant women, whether it is a woman trying to get pregnant,
in their first trimester, or in the delivery room to facilitate labor.
Four years ago in September, my daughter provided me with my reflexology dream… to
assist in labor and delivery using reflexology. To start labor, and help facilitate a smooth and fast
delivery all by working on her feet until the baby was 5 minutes from entering the world.
When my second grandson was past his due date, my daughter went into the hospital on
a Sunday to be induced. She had mentioned to her doctor that I was a reflexologist excited to be
a part of the process. When I arrived she was hooked up to the monitor and her doctor came up
to me asking what I thought the outcome would be using reflexology. Since this was my first opportunity I explained that reflexology should be able to start labor, open all the pathways (zones)
of the body so the baby could arrive sooner and an episiotomy should not be necessary as was
the case with her first child. Her doctor then explained what he thought would happen. I’m going to break her water, wait 3 hours and then we will begin Pitocin. It is now noon, so I think
we’ll have a baby by six o’clock tonight.”
After he left, we visited for about fifteen minutes. Nothing was happening on the monitor,
all was calm. I asked her if she was ready for me to begin…her reply, “Yes, let’s have a baby!”
In less than five minutes she had what she thought was a contraction. Her husband and I
watched the monitor and sure enough there was a little spike. From the first contraction the
pace began quickening. After two hours we summoned the nurse. When the nurse checked her,
her eyes widened and a call was put in immediately for the doctor to return. Baby carts and delivery set-up took place at a fast pace. He arrived within ten minutes. I worked on her feet for
most of the 2.5 hours. With only 4 pushes my grandson arrived into the world. Such a sweet
moment in words I cannot convey. A natural childbirth, in two and half hours from the first
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contraction and no episiotomy. Even though, this baby was over two pounds heavier at birth
than their first child.
When you are trained, you know not to go beyond a good hurt. When you are trained you
know that all reproductive organs will present heightened sensitivity when a woman is pregnant.
When you are trained you know how important it is to give relief to the pregnant woman’s feet
that are dealing with hormone changes, rapid body changes and weight gain.
One of my clients got pregnant when In Vitro was unsuccessful. She now has two lovely
daughters. When she first came in, she said she would dedicate money toward her sessions with
reflexology like she had with In Vitro procedures that were unsuccessful. We created a plan of
regular sessions and three months later she was pregnant. Weekly sessions continued throughout her whole pregnancy. When you know how supportive and helpful stimulating the circulation and improving the nerve and blood supply is to the changing mothers body, it is lovely way
to support the growing life in her uterus. Often times later in the pregnancy the baby will be active during the session feeling the energy moving through its safe little haven in the uterus. In
several cases after the baby arrived the new mom came in for a session with the newborn lying
on their belly facing forward and the baby was unusually quiet and aware of the surroundings as
if they recognized the music, the voices, and the peaceful calm space.
As an invited break-out speaker at an annual nursing conference, where over 250 nurses
wanted to hear of the breast cancer study results, one of my PowerPoint slides said, “What you
need to know is that not one person experienced a bad side effect from their reflexology sessions
during their treatment protocol of chemotherapy. There was an improvement in breathing, and
an ability to physically function, such as getting dressed, grocery shopping, etc.
I was asked many questions about the study. One of the nurses asked in my words, why
did I think the study was successful. “I believe reflexology stimulates the internal organs to perform more optimally, whether that means getting the medicine where it needs to be and/or getting it out before they get so sick, well, that’s my subjective view. When you observe something
enough times the subjective turns objective. That is what years of experience teaches us.”
My passion is training. The success stories can really touch your heart. Just this month
we had a level four class where students were completing their training with us. One of our students was joining a different class level four, coming in seven months pregnant. She came to
class saying that when she had a massage they would not touch her feet saying it was too dangerous. We told her she would be receiving reflexology just like everyone else. Every student
learned that weekend how safe and supportive reflexology is for the pregnant mom. On Sunday
morning during our ‘share-time,’ she told the class her feet felt so much better and they looked
smaller that morning with much of the fullness gone. With a shy and somewhat embarrassed
look she said she slept all night and didn’t have to get up once to pee! She hoped that was not
too much information. She received a two thumbs up!
If you would like to hear firsthand the testimonials from 15 of my clients taped in a studio
where a variety of health conditions were helped with reflexology check out my DVD —- Detoxify
and De-Stress @ branchreflexology.com.
Contact Barbara at footnotesbb@comcast.net for additional information and for dates
of her upcoming trainings.
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BOOK REVIEW
I like that she references a free Business
Starter
Kit on her website
written by Deborah Flanagan
Book Review by Maureen C. Maxwell, (PA) (www.centertruehealth.com) and includes an
ending chapter that is called “Top Tips from
RAA Professional member, PR Committee
Me (& Other Successful Practitioners): What
We Wished We’d Known.” I found all of the tips
Deborah Flanagan “has guided thouin
this chapter to be honest, heartfelt, timely
sands of people through major life challenges
using Reiki, hypnosis and reflexology sessions, and wise.
as well as her Reiki classes. Her unique apMy favorite chapter was “Building Confiproach has been featured on the Dr. Oz Show dence.” I suspect that you might highlight a lot
and in O, the Oprah Magazine.”
here and perhaps might even want to read first.

Building a Powerful Practice

My first impression of this book made
me put it down for awhile and start again, as I
was judgmental about the first sentence, “The
most important piece of advice I can give you
about making a career transition toward a
healing arts practice is this: don’t give up your
day job!”
In any business venture, we must be
sensible and truly understand that it takes at
least three years to start seeing any profits on
investments. It is hard to see a professional
healing arts practice as anything less, so telling
us to start part time seemed just too safe. This
book was written as “Successful Strategies for
Your Wellness Business,” so again I had to rethink the first sentence and put it into perspective.
So many reflexologists and other alternative medicine practitioners are finding their
passion later in life and are only able to work
part time, so once I rethought my initial reaction, I found the book an easy read (only 130
pages), and appreciated all of the varying advice from other business owners whose opinions were not always shared by the author.
The chapters are all short and broken
down for an easy read and reference and include such topics as: Heart Centered Marketing; Home Office: Staying Organized; Admin
Work: It Takes More Time than You Think;
Being True to Yourself and Building Confidence.
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This book is a “YES” for anyone contemplating expanding his or her reflexology practice past the part time commitment to a full
time business. I believe everyone will highlight
on the first read, and that it will become a dogeared reference book rather quickly.

Change the World One Sole at a Time
Karen Ball
I’m on a mission. A mission to help as many people as I can to relax.
I believe too that we learn to relax by experiencing it, not by telling
ourselves (or heaven forbid, being told by someone else) to “just relax.”
The experience of feeling ourselves in a relaxed state is what creates
the desire for more. The wisest, smartest part of me will find a way to give
me more of what I want. With each experience of relaxation, my ability to
let go increases and deepens. With each experience I want more.
What Stress Does
In this crazy world we live in right now, the importance of learning to relax has never
been greater. Here’s just a sampling of what happens when the body is under chronic stress:
The heart beats faster.
Blood pressure increases.
Breathing becomes shallow and rapid, reducing the amount of oxygen available to your body.
(Remember, oxygen is our primary food.)
Blood sugar rises, paving the way for diabetes.
Endocrine functions are disturbed, including a surge in the production of adrenalin and cortisol.
The immune system weakens, making you more vulnerable to illness.
Digestion is halted.
Aging is accelerated.
Scientific studies have found, over and over again, that chronic stress increases the likelihood of developing really serious illnesses, including heart disease, high blood pressure, cancer,
panic attacks, depression, stomach ulcers, chronic fatigue and migraine headaches.
And that’s why I LOVE reflexology!
What Reflexology Does
I might sound like I’m preaching to the choir here when I say reflexology is a very enjoyable and highly effective way to reduce stress. I suspect that, like me, you’ve never had anyone get
up from your table and not give you that feedback.
We might not be able to help everyone on this planet, but we can make a difference in our
clients’ lives, and also our own. Whether you offer reflexology as a stand-alone session or combine it with another intervention, everyone wins. Your clients feel better; they tell others, and
return for more.
Together, reflexologists become an army for good, changing the world one sole at a time!

“What you do makes a difference, and you have to decide
what
kind of difference you want to make.”
— Jane Goodall
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How to Drive Repeat Business with
Email Marketing
Linda Chollar
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It’s the biggest question I get as I coach other wellness pros. I offer lots of
good strategies to overcome this obstacle in your business but a primary one is
through email marketing. Staying in touch regularly through email campaigns
(following-up with existing clients and reaching out to prospective ones) still
reigns as a most effective way of driving repeat business.
It’s not that your clients don’t want to come back. Intentions are one
thing and in the moment - the afterglow of a session – they are clear that they
want to return! But people get busy and let the moment slip from their minds –
they mean to rebook but they don’t follow through. Your follow-up marketing is
an absolute essential of your business to bring them back.

C a t e g o r y : M ar k e t i n g

Create A Thriving Reflexology Business

“How do I get clients to repeat?” Have you ever asked the question?

Sending regular emails to your clients keeps your business fresh in their
minds and encourages them to reconnect with you. I’m talking about a professional looking email newsletter for best results. These are sent out to your “list”
on a planned and scheduled basis. In between those mailings to your list of subscribers, you can send personal emails of course as appropriate to your individual clients. The term, email marketing “campaign” sounds daunting to some but
its just a word referring to your outreach method.
If you have not started or started and stopped sending out an email
newsletter, you likely have given one or more of these reasons:
CHALLENGES (Sound Familiar?)
#1: I’m not a writer, let alone a good writer.
#2: I’m not sure where to even start.
#3: I don’t have an email list started or it’s too small.
#4: I tried and it never benefitted me, or I tried and no one opened it.
It will take some effort and skills to create an email newsletter that has
good content and visual appeal, is engaging and gets opened! But there’s lot of
help and it’s not hard. All of these challenges are easily overcome with a little
direction.
SOLUTIONS & ENEWSLETTER TIPS
Many of your concerns are answered when you see how easy it is to design your email newsletter from a template provided by your software server
(Mail Chimp, Constant Contact, etc). So that’s a first step – explore the options.
There are many free plans to get started. Here are a few tips and considerations
for getting results with your enewsletters:
• Use a subject line that is to-the-point and relevant to your clients’ needs to
pique interest enough to open the email. “STOP the Migraines” is more captivating than “August Newsletter from ABC Wellness Company.”
• Give a clear call to action of what you want the reader to do as a result of
your news, article or offer.
• Keep your message short and simple. The average reading time for an email
is measured in seconds.
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• Include timely offers and incentives to book an appointment or take action.
• Ask your repeat clients for a ‘review’ of your business or service that you can share in your
next newsletter.
• Ask your readers to support you by sharing your email with others. Add the Forward to
Friend feature in your email marketing program.
• Boost traffic to your social media pages via your enewsletters and grow your email list on social media (post a signup form on your blog, Facebook, etc.)
• Commit to consistently sending your branded email newsletter. Make time to plan, write, design and send so your clients recognize you, your message and brand. Random emails get deleted
and overlooked.
• Avoid sending bulk emails by regular email. Subscribe to an email marketing software so you
don’t risk being blacklisted as spam. Simply sending a newsletter to your ‘contact list’ in your
email server is not the way to go. With a service like Mail Chimp, you are able to track results,
add an unsubscribe link, be mobile friendly, create your branding with drag and drop templates,
engage your clients with coupons, click to read more, signup forms and much more.
• Content is key. W r ite to your clients’ needs, problems and pains and make it authentic.
Your efforts can be wasted if your content does not keep your clients engaged and looking forward to the next one... then sharing it with friends. Write your articles to target your market’s
unique challenges. Share your solutions and offers to get their attention and inspire them to take
action. Give a clear call-to-action: is it to ‘call you, click here, enroll, join, do this to feel better
now?” Ask yourself, WHY would they respond? Would you respond? Is your content juicy, relevant and timely?
Bottom line is this. . . email marketing newsletters have the potential to inspire your audience to get in touch with you and Rebook...Repeat...and Refer.” Go for it!
Linda Chollar, business coach and marketing strategist provides Done4U newsletter content
and articles to get repeat clients and build your practice. Free “Do-it-Today” Phone Session.
Linda@LindaChollar.com and www.ReflexologyMentor.com.

RAA is on FACEBOOK!
Please LIKE us!
Facebook.com/
ReflexologyAssociationofAmerica
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BOOK REVIEW
Reflexology for Fertility: A
Practitioner’s Guide to
Natural and Assisted
Conception
written by Barbara Scott
Review by Tamu Ngina Kemp,
(PA) RAA, PR Committee
Reflexology for Fertility
is an amazing reference manual
for reflexology practitioners who
desire information in order to
help their clients dealing with
the
Ba frustrations of infertility. s
rbara Scott, the author, ha
practiced reflexology for over 20
years and for the last seven
years has taught and lectured on
reproductive reflexology.

ing information: information on
how to address your first consultation with your new client that
will include both husband and
wife. This chapter guides you
almost by hand on what information to gather and why the
information is important.

of insight into the psychology of
emotions that your fertility clients (as a couple) may encounter, as well as how to spot depression and when to refer out
to counselors. Chapter fourteen
provides you with a general
guideline as to when and when
not to treat via reproductive reflexology.

Chapter two focuses on
repro-assessment and also proReflexology for Fertility
vides practical tools and techis a very thorough reference
niques. Also included are stepby-step
use during
book. Verywith
well lots
written,
it is
various protocols
phases of atowoman's
cy- supported
of research,

cle. Chapters three through five
discuss various aspects of female reproduction. These are
very thorough and detailed
chapters. I found these chapters
The Introduction to Re- to be very valuable for female
productive Reflexology lays the clients regardless of whether or
foundation. Definitely do not
not they are coming to you for
skip this chapter. Barbara bereproductive reflexology treatgins by orienting you, the practi- ments. Chapters six and seven
tioner, as to whether or not a
focus on male reproduction inreproductive reflexology praccluding a highly detailed actice is something you are ready count of the life cycle of sperm
to commit yourself to, as this
as well as factors that affect
aspect of reflexology is definitely male fertility.
a solid commitment to your cliChapters eight through
ents. This involves patience, reeleven
provide lots of research,
search and lots of careful
case
studies
and medical inforthought. She asks you if you are
mation
on
conventional
medical
ready to ask the most intimate
approaches
to
the
fertility
diagof questions of your client. If
you are ready to go on this jour- noses and various types of mediney with them. Are you ready to cally assisted conception. In
many cases, your reproductive
be available when your client
needs you? And other important reflexology clients will be underconsiderations before embark- going in-vitro fertilization and
ing upon this adventure. Barba- other assisted protocols. Barbara provides very good inforra also includes an important
checklist for preparing and plan- mation including statistics,
medical terminology and other
ning a treatment protocol. The
book provides a thorough guide- information that will be needed
to make sure you, the practitionline.
er, are firmly grounded and inAfter the Introduction,
telligently informed.
Reflexology for Fertility conChapter twelve provides
tains fourteen extremely ininformation
regarding nutrition
formative chapters that help you
and
other
lifestyle
choices that
to build a thorough and commay
either
help
or
hinder their
plete foundation for your reprofertility
pursuit.
Chapter
thirductive reflexology practice.
teen gives the practitioner a bit
Chapter one focuses on gather36 Reflexology Across America

resources, statistics, medical terminologies, supportive reflexology protocols and techniques.
The layout of this book is dynamic and conducive to digesting the information in small
bites rather than one becoming
overwhelmed with the sheer
wealth. I highly recommend this
book as an invaluable resource
of reproductive reflexology information.
Regardless of whether or
not you choose to practice reproductive reflexology it is a
must have reference manual for
any professional reflexologist.
Of course, anyone who partakes
in this journey is encouraged to
receive proper training for support.

This Resource Guide is provided as a handy reference
for information about schools, workshops, and other
products and services. The appearance of advertising
in RAA publications in no way implies an endorsement
or approval by RAA of any advertiser, their services, or
products. Please contact the individual advertisers for
information on their services. For additional advertising
space and rates information contact:
infoRAA@reflexology-usa.org

ADVERTISING INFORMATION
Email ad submissions to: infoRAA@ reflexology-usa.org.
ARCB, ICR and RAA Affiliated State association-sponsored conferences and events will receive FREE
¼ page B&W advertising space and website listing.
Workshops conducted in conjunction with associations listed above, wherein the association will
benefit by receiving a donation from the workshop presenter, will also receive FREE ¼ page B&W advertising space. Ads must be incamera-ready format in tiff or png format by publication deadline.
NEW: Payments—Ad submissions will be billed by RAA. Please specify who to m ake the bill
out to when ordering. Remember: Do not send money or make a payment until you are billed!
All rates are in $US dollar amounts.
RAA Returned Check Policy ~ All returned checks will be charged a $25 processing fee.
**Late advertisements received beyond the deadline for the intended issue will appear in the following issue if it is still timely for
your needs.
**RAA reserves the right to edit any and/or refuse any advertisements for any reason without explanation to the submitter.
Payment will be refunded.

Note: The rates for 2nd, 3rd and 4th times are for multiple runs of the same advertisement. The total
amount for these must be paid in full with your first ad submission. The total amount for these will be
billed up front.
Color ads Limited space
available at an
additional cost of 20%.

RAA Member’s Advertising Rates (B&W)
1-Time
Fee

2nd Time
Fee
(each)

3rd or 4th Time
Fee (each)

Full Page (9.75” X 7”)

$140

$130

$120

Half Page (7” X 4.75”)

$70

$65

$60

Quarter Page (3.5” X 4.75”)

$35

$33

$30

Business Card (2.25” X 3.5”)

$20

$17

$15

Size

ALL state associations are invited to send
information regarding their Calendar of Events and to
also submit news for the State News section of the
magazine to
RAAMagazineEditor@reflexology-usa.org
Non-Members ads are
an additional cost of 20%.

ALL state associations will receive a FREE calendar
listing and RAA Website listing of their events and
workshops.
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RAA Order Form

Roundabout: The Spine
Saturday and Sunday, May 20 and 21, 2017
Presented by:
Peter Lund Frandsen and Dorthe Krogsgaar
from Touchpoint Denmark
The spine is the core of the body and treating the spine
reflexes should also constitute the core of any reflexological treatment.
In this workshop, nerve-reflexology will be one of the
major techniques, because it is effective and fascinating
to use with back problems. Using this method in the
beginning of a treatment session often reduces pain and
increases motility, thus enhancing the classical reflexology treatment which follows. The workshop is conducted with a mixture of lecturing, demonstrations, and lots
of practical hands-on work.
The workshop will be held in the
Columbus, Ohio area.
The workshop fee will be $350.00.
Follow the Reflexology Association of Ohio website...
http://reflexology-ohio.org/ for updates or contact
Jane Lanverman at mlanverman@cinci.rr.com
or cell phone 513-708-6104.

PUBLICATIONS/PICTURES
2014 Conference
Book - Qty
DVD - Qty

@
@

$25.00 =
$20.00 =

2012 Conference
Book - Qty
Photo - Qty
DVD - Qty

@
@
@

$20.00 =
$10.00 =
$15.00 =

2010 Conference
Book - Qty
Photo - Qty
DVD - Qty

@
@
@

$10.00 =
$ 5.00 =
$10.00 =

Leadership Education & Organizational Development
Manual
Qty
@
$25.00 =
Legislative Work & Guidelines
Qty
@

$20.00 =

Guidelines to Setting up a Reflexology Association
Qty
@
$10.00 =
How to Organize a Conference
Qty
@

$10.00 =

How to Publish a Newsletter
Qty

$ 5.00 =

@

How do Reflexologists Make a Living
Qty

@

$ 5.00 =

BROCHURES
To view: www.reflexology-usa.org/brochurs.html
25 copies
@
$10.00 =
50 copies
@
$18.50 =
100 copies
@
$30.00 =
TOTAL
$

FREE Download Brochure:
‘Identifying the Legitimate Reflexology Practice’
Mark your Quantity: Include your name & ‘Ship
To’ address.
Make checks payable to ‘RAA’
MAIL TO:
Reflexology Association of America
PO Box 44324
Madison, WI 53744s
inforaa@reflexology-usa.org
Phone: 980-234-0159
U.S. shipping fees included in price.
Contact RAA for international shipping prices.
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RAA MEMBER SCHOOL LISTINGS
STATE

SCHOOL NAME

EMAIL

WEBSITE

PHONE

CA

American Academy of Reflexology AAReflex@aol.com

www.AmericanAcademyof
Reflexology.com

CA

The Reflexology Mentor

info@reflexologymentor.com

www.reflexologymentor.com

(310) 318-3353

CO

Just For Health

justforhealthinfo@gmail.com

www.justforhealth.net

(303) 320-4367

FL

Academy of Ancient Reflexology

admin@academyofancient
reflexology.com

www.academyofancient
reflexology.com

(904) 553-4067

FL, NY

Laura Norman Reflexology

classes@lauranorman.com

www.lauranorman.com

(561) 272-1220

GA

Academy of Radiant Health

kotan@academyofradiant
health.com

www.academyofradiant
health.com

(770) 843-2993

IA

Perfect Touch Wellness Center

info@perfecttouchwellness
center.com

www.perfecttouchwellness
center.com

(641) 664-1100

IL

Healthy Soles School of Reflexolo- Emilee@HealthySoles
gy
School.com

www.healthysolesschool.com

(815) 334-8722

ME

Treat Your Feet School of Reflex- info@treatyourfeetschool
ology
ofreflexology.com

www.treatyourfeet.com

(207) 626-3338

MO

The Stone Institute

edu@TheStoneInstitute.org

http://thestoneinstitute.org

(636) 724-8686

NC

The Academy of Reflective Wellness

Cynthh152@aol.com

theacademyofreflectivewellness.
(704) 636-4153
blogspot.com

NE

Nationwide Reflexology School

Nationwidereflexologydb64
@yahoo.com

NV

Fu Zu Ba School of Massage and
Reflexology

nathan@AliveMassage.com

OH

(818) 841-7741

(712) 355-2679
www.FuZuBa.com

(702) 431-3737

Reflexology Certification Institute RCIreflexology2@aol.com

www.reflexologycenter.com

(614) 565-1047

OR

Jill Fox Healing Arts

jill@jillfoxhealing.com

www.jillfoxhealing.com

(541) 261-4204

PA

Brauer Institute of Holistic Reflexology

doritbrauer@gmail.com

www.doritbrauer.com

(412) 489-5100

TN

Nashville Academy of Reflexology

Nashvillereflexacadmy@
gmail.com

www.nashvilleacademyof
reflexology.com

(615) 647-7244

VA

Cayce/Reilly School of
Massotherapy

workshops@caycereilly.edu

www.caycereilly.edu

(757) 457-7270

WI

Ray of Hope Academy

ROCHES2011@gmail.com

www.rayofhopereflexology.com (414) 531-2587

RAA does not endorse or favor schools attended by Professional members. When researching
schools please ensure you choose a program that provides the level of education you are seeking
(initial and/or continuing education). Requirements for Professional membership in RAA can be
read elsewhere in this edition.
If you are interested in being a mentor or
needing a mentor to reach your 300 hours,
please see our website at
http://reflexology-usa.org/mentoring-program/

Membership Applications
are found at:
http://reflexology-usa.org/membershipapplications/

As an RAA Professional member, if you decide to hold workshops or other events pertaining to
reflexology, post them on the RAA website at http://reflexology-usa.org/add-an-event/
www.reflexology-usa.org 39

Businesses Who Are Associate Members of RAA
State Business Name

E-Mail

Website

Phone
Numbers

AZ

Stephanie Olson

cardcol@cableone.net

www.touchoftranquilityaz.com

(928) 213-2142

CA

Metamorphosis Center

cdsilver11@gmail.com

www.metamorphosiscenter.com (707) 537-5911

CO

Golden Flower Health Clinic

Goldenflowerhealthclinic
@gmail.com

FL, NY, Laura Norman Holistic Reflexology info@lauranorman.com
MA

(719) 676-2245

www.lauranorman.com

(212) 532-4404

GA

Foot Palace

Yourfootpalaceappt
@gmail.com

(706) 521-5290

GA

Takako Ogawa / SOLE JOY

atanda55@gmail.com

(770) 543-9705

GB

Sue Ricks

suericks@suericks.com

NC

Claire Marie Miller Seminars, Inc

clairemariemiler@gmail.com www.clairemariemiller.com

(919) 967-9015

NC

Brenda Isenhour

brendaisenhour@yahoo.com

(704) 881-0357

ND

Life Touch by Rose

roselynn2007@gmail.com

(701) 590-2086

OR

Soles to Soul Reflexology

solestosoul@earthlink.net

www.solestosoulreflexology.com (503) 720-7067

OR

Casey Perry

sole2soulald@live.com

RI

MY Reflexology Store - Online

myreflexologystore@cox.net

TX

Integrative Healing Institute

kim@integrativehealingsa.com www.naturalreflexes.com

WA

Wishing U Well Reflexology

www.suericks.com

44 (150) 921-4373

(541) 232-3365
www.MYreflexologystore.com

(401) 714-5722
(210) 967-4400
(509) 539-7643

These Insurance Companies offer discounts to RAA members.
RAA does not endorse one company over another.

Insurance Information

Alternative Balance

Associated Bodywork &
Massage Professionals

Massage Magazine

Contact Information

www.alternativebalance.net
1-800-871-3848

www.abmp.com
1-800-458-2267
Call for discount!

www.massagemagins.com/
RAA
1-800-222-1110

part-time Professional
(under 20 hours per
week)

$199.00

$175.00

$149.00

Professional

$229.00

$175.00

$149.00
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My Dream Comes True
Gabriele Cipollone
Ever since I participated in the 2012 Reflexology Conference in Orlando, FL, I
had this dream, which stayed with me all through the years.
One of the workshops was held by Dr. Elizabeth Marazita, who talked about
“Foot Reflexology Path Walking: A Circle of Wellness.” I was very impressed by her
travels around the US and the world to research existing Reflexology Paths.
Two years prior to the conference in Orlando, the community where we live
transformed a parking lot into a beautiful park, which is frequently used by people of
all ages. Kids are running around, playing ball, painting with chalk and just having fun.
While sitting in the workshop, I was thinking how I could interest the Board of Lynwood Park in
Ardmore, PA to integrate a reflexology path for the health benefits for our community.
I explained my idea to the Chairman of the Board over the last 4 years until I finally got an invitation
to the Board meeting in March 2016, where I spoke on behalf of the path.
A few more months were needed to find the right location, a contractor and the money, and the construction started at the end of May.
It was a very exciting time. A group of women sorted the river rocks. This was a great opportunity for
me to meet people from the neighborhood.
The construction was a time to learn. If anybody is planning to do the same, I can help you with our
experience.
The official dedication was on July 17th. I explained to the community how to walk the Path, the benefits of it and their contraindications. An informational plaque is in the works.
I’m very proud and excited, that my dream, which was born at a RAA conference is now achieved. I
sincerely wish that many people will use and benefit from the Path.
Gabriele Cipollone, President of the Pennsylvania Reflexology Organization
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RAA’
s
Mission Statement
The Reflexology Association of
America (RAA) is a non-profit
organization that promotes the
scientific and professional
advancement of reflexology. Our
mission is to elevate and
standardize the quality of
reflexology services available to
the public. The Reflexology
Association of America works to
unify and support state
reflexology associations in order
to create one national movement
toward greater excellence,
integrity, research and public
safety.

An exciting new ebiography
from natural therapeutics expert

Paula S. Stone

“Natural Ways to Heal
Acute Stress, Trauma, and PTSD:
A True Story of Hope and Healing”
Now at Amazon.com

Reflexologist in Training!
Kim Jenner was in Denver
visiting our newest great niece this
spring. While the little one was
sleeping, Kim offered a reflexology
session or two to Andrea, the new
Mom.
Ezra, her 6 year old, wanted
to help relax his Mom, too; and so
he pulled up a seat and grabbed a
foot.
Kim gave him some direction, and as you can see by their joyfilled faces, Andrea thoroughly enjoyed her wonderfully relaxing session and Ezra loved helping his
Mom.
We wonder if he knows he
has a full time job now?
Steve Watson enhanced the email
photo I received from our nephew, Aaron.
(www.wellnessbizoxygen.com)
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Ray of Hope Educational Services d/b/a

RAY OF HOPE ACADEMY
Academy Address:
634 Main Street, Belgium, WI 53004 USA
Mailing Address:
640 Main Street, Belgium, WI 53004 USA
RAA Member School
Ray of Hope Academy, P00157, is approved as a Provider of
Continuing Education by the ARCB

www.rayofhopereflexology.com
(414) 531-2587

Over 300 hours of instructor classroom training
Additional 100 hours of practicum
Meets on select weekends monthly
Small Core Curriculum Class size for maximum
Instructor interaction and instruction
 Core Curriculum taught plus invited Auxiliary instructors
 Free Training Clinic is part of the training process
 CPR/AED and Anatomy & Physiology additional
Requirement





*Say Goodbye to Headaches*
October 5 - Quechee, VT
October 16 - Minneapolis, MN

Check out the class scheduled on the
RAA website or
www.rayofhopereflexology.com
New classes start January 7, 2017 for
Core Curriculum Students.
Auxiliary Classes are open to the public.
Enroll now for Core Curriculum.
Class size is limited.

*Reflexology for the Hands*
October 1 & 2 - New York

*How to Relieve Chronic Foot Pain*
October 22 & 23 - Oakbank, MB
November 19 & 20 - Gainesville, FL
Some 2017 dates on website now.

REGISTER SOON!
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Published by:
Reflexology Association of America
PO 44324, Madison, WI 53744
Contact:
InfoRAA@reflexology-usa.org

R: Spring Avalanche
L: We marveled at the majesty, the
peace, and beauty of the mountains.
Photos contributed by Jan Benson
from a flightseeing trip around
Haines, Alaska.

Reflexology Workshop 2016
Dorthe Krogsgaard and Peter Lund Frandsen
Reflexology experts from Denmark present:

Round About: Hip / Sciatica / Knee
Hood River, OR
October 22nd & 23rd
2-day workshop
Round about: Hip / Sciatica / Knee
WHEN: Saturday/Sunday Oct. 22-23 2016
WHERE:
Hood River, OR
COST:
$350 before September 1st
$375 thereafter.
ORN members get $25 off
CEU’s
14 credits
WHAT:

CONTACT: Marie Louise Penchoen
Phone: 541-386-7998
E-mail: mlpenchoen@gmail.com

Dorthe Krogsgaard and Peter Lund Frandsen have specialized in
providing continuing education for reflexologists. Their centre
called Touchpoint is a leading CE-institution in Denmark.
Dorthe and Peter have presented their workshops in many
countries around the world and are now returning to Oregon.
For more information on Dorthe Krogsgaard and Peter Lund
Frandsen and their teachings and background, check their
website www.touchpoint.dk which also has several articles
written by them in English.
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